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Greetings from the Collegiate Brothers of the Epsilon Sigma Chapter of Sigma Nu at Rhodes College! My name
is Brendan Finley and this is Epsilon Sigma's fourth newsletter. I hope this letter finds you and your family in
the best of health.
In addition to several upcoming opportunities to reconnect with other alumni and current members of the
Chapter, one of which is mentioned below, there are now several easy ways you can share information about
yourself with the Chapter and several ways you can get involved. We hope reading this letter brings back good
memories of your collegiate experience with Sigma Nu, convinces you to take the time to update your personal
information with the Chapter, and gets you thinking about how much the Chapter can benefit from your
involvement—no matter how great or little.

Events
Last spring the Chapter held an alumni fish fry event. This year we
will be having our Second Annual Fish Fry event on Saturday April
26th. Aside from offering lunch for all Alumni and family present, at
FISH FRY
around 1:00 p.m. all the Collegiate and Alumni Brothers will have a
Chapter to host
chance to congregate in the Chapter Room of the House to raise the
Brotherhood Fish
Chapter and perform the Meeting portion of the Ritual. Come catch up
Fry Saturday, April with old friends, reminisce about the good times you had in Sigma Nu,
26, 2008.
discover the recent successes of the Chapter, and establish a personal
connection with the brothers once again. The cost to attend will be S 10
per adult; Thank you to all the alumni who could make it a success last
year, and we will be looking forward to seeing them again this spring.
THANK YOU!

Robert Pegram,
Bill Pendegrass,
Mac McWhirter,
Bud Richey,
Jamie Augustine,
and Tim Gibson for
your contributions to
the Chapter!

Grades
The Chapter continues to maintain a strong academic performance
level. This past semester's GPA was a 3.0. The high grades are
mostly because of the New Academic Policies and the LEAD Program.
They have been the most important tools used by the Chapter to
increase the Average Term and Cumulative GPAs
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WEBSITE

Chapter website
is complete. We
hope you will
take the time to
visit our site!

Rush
Recently the chapter has initiated a year-round
recruitment strategy in order to maintain its strong
recruitment goals. As a result of this strategy the
chapter was able to successfully secure a pledge class
this spring. Pictured to the left is the spring pledge
class of 2008. (From left to right: Michael Van Pham,
Nate Mahoney, and Bernard "Woody" Lawson).
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75th Anniversary Celebration
February 10 2009 is the 75 th anniversary of when El chapter was founded. The Celebration will include an open
house and a banquet. See website www.rhodes.edu/studentorgs/sigmanu for more updates as the date
approaches.

HOUSE
REPAIRS

Chapter restores
Fraternally,
the display case
located in the foyer
of the House.
Brendan Finley
Epsilon Sigma 1078

